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Motivation
• Early warning of weather-related hazard is crucial for a range of
decision makers (policy makers to local farmers) to mitigate their
exposure to risk

•

Multiple sources of environmental information available:
•

Measurements of rainfall & temperature from ground-based observations
& satellite retrievals

•

Sub-seasonal to seasonal forecasts

• How can we make optimal use of this information for early warning?
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A new early-warning framework

TAMSAT AgricuLtural EaRly warning sysTem (ALERT)
• A monitoring and decision support tool to assess risk of
meteorological hazards to agriculture
• Capable of monitoring agricultural risk from a variety of
environmental data streams
• Also can be used to downscale meteorological forecasts
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TAMSAT: Tropical Applications of Meteorology using SATellite
data and ground-based observations

The TAMSAT-ALERT framework
Given the

1) Historical weather conditions (climatology)
2) state of the land surface
3) evolution of the growing season

4) meteorological forecast (optional)

What is the risk of some adverse event?
Risk estimated using historical & present-day observations of an
environmental metric relevant to the adverse event in question

Agricultural
Relevance

Metric

Adverse event

Yield

Low yield (e.g. < 20th percentile)

Soil moisture

Deficit soil moisture during planting

Cumulative rainfall Deficit rainfall (e.g. < 30th percentile)
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One typical approach to real-time rainfall monitoring
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Source: Rainwatch, http://www.rainwatch-africa.org

TAMSAT-ALERT approach:
Risk assessments based on real-time monitoring

WET
DRY
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Cumulative rainfall at Lusaka, Zambia observed by satellite-based
TAMSAT rainfall estimates derived from Meteosat

Assessing agricultural drought risk in Ghana
Dry year

Wet year
Soil moisture modelled by a
land surface model driven by
historical weather observations
Seasonal evolution of
drought risk

Drought Risk
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Figure from Brown et al., (2017)

Probability that the projected
mean soil moisture will fall in
the lowest quartile of
climatology by the end of the
growing season.

From risk assessment to decision support: rainy season
onset

• Use past 30 years of daily rainfall observations to generate an
ensemble of onset dates from present day into the future
• Could be useful for planting decision making
Wait

Plant

Onset metrics
Dunning: Minima in
cumulative daily rainfall
anomalies (Liebmann et
al., 2012; Dunning et al.,
2016)
Marteau: At least
20 mm of rain over 1–
2 days, with no 7 day
dry (<5mm) period in the
following 20 days
(Marteau et al., 2009)
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AGRYHMET: first dekad
with 25mm of rainfall,
followed by two
consecutive dekads of
at least 20mm.

How far in advance can TAMSAT-ALERT provide
early-warning?
•

Skill assessing if yield by end of season will be very low, low,
average, high or very high

•

Estimates of maize yield derived from crop model hindcasts driven
by historical weather observations

Perfect

Skill
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How you can use TAMSAT-ALERT
•

Web-based platform will become
available early 2019

•

Open source code package of the
system freely available at
https://github.com/tamsat-alert/v1-0

•

Python code designed to be easily
adaptable for different datasets and
metrics

•

TAMSAT team are available to help
with any queries
tamsat@reading.ac.uk
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Summary
•

TAMSAT-ALERT is an new operational framework for monitoring and
providing early-warning of meteorological risk to agriculture

•

Capable of utilizing multiple sources of observed environmental
information for risk assessments e.g. from ground-based
measurements, satellite data, reanalysis

•

Adaptable to assess agricultural risk using a range of metrics
depending on their relevance to the risk and user

•

System has skill to provide early-warning up to 2 months ahead.

•

Meteorological forecasts can also be integrated into TAMSAT-ALERT
to enhance the skill of the risk assessment

•

Future work will investigate the potential value of meteorological
forecasts in aiding the monitoring process.
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Thank you for listening
For further information…
• Asfaw, D., Black, E., Brown, M., Nicklin, K. J., Otu-Larbi, F., Pinnington,
E., Challinor, A., Maidment, R., and Quaife, T. 2018: TAMSAT-ALERT v1:
a new framework for agricultural decision support, Geosci. Model Dev.,
11, 2353-2371, DOI:10.5194/gmd-11-2353-2018.
• Brown, M. , Black, E. , Asfaw, D. and Otu‐Larbi, F., 2017: Monitoring
drought in Ghana using TAMSAT‐ALERT: a new decision support system.
Weather, 72: 201-205. DOI:10.1002/wea.3033.

Python code & user-manual freely available from
https://github.com/tamsat-alert/v1-0
Email: tamsat@reading.ac.uk
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Planting decision support
•

TAMSAT-ALERT framework applied in a decision making tool for maize
planting in Kenya

•

Soil moisture derived from a land surface model driven by observed rainfall

Decision making process takes into
account the:
1)

onset of the rainy season

2)

likelihood that rainfall will satisfy
the seasonal crop water
requirement of maize

3)

water availability in the soil 14 days
after planting – key for seedling
germination & survival

Planting decision support bulletin for
Kitale, Kenya on 1 March 2018
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Integrating meteorological forecasts
Sub-seasonal to seasonal weather forecasts can be incorporated into
TAMSAT-ALERT by weighting the predicted metric by a forecasted variable
(e.g. tercile rainfall, temperature, ENSO index)

•

Could enhance early-warning skill, provided that the forecast has predictive
skill, is relevant to the risk and is precise

Skill

•
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